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Although 
is very different in the style of music, but undeniable Elvis Presley Elvis Presley and Kanye West are among the most representative
American music idol, age and style span although not compares the two, but with the Elvis Presley this pair of classic shoes sale, in
the end can be in a field a high. 

as we all know, Kanye West, whether in the Nike period or to join the adidas family, the shoes produced are hard to find, and the
price is soaring, often break 10000, but also so many favorite shoes fans discouraged. Days ago by Randolph Mfg. Co Elvis Presley
Elvis Presley in 1956 to build the memorial shoes officially unveiled the Graceland auction, although in the past more than half a
century, but the condition is almost perfect, regardless of conditions or shoes so Elvis Presley photos, cartoon image, did not seem
to have been eroded by the traces of time. It is predicted that this Elvis commemorative canvas shoes or will shoot about $6000 high
price, thus surpassing Kanye West Air Yeezy II "Red October" become the most expensive star shoes money. Elvis Presley vs Kanye
West, after a lapse of more than half a century of confrontation? Who are you looking for? 

said the past two years the most popular styles of shoes, than the Adidas Ultra produced by Boost series; in order to fight this pair of
hot shoes, rumors of Nike coming in March 3rd (tomorrow) released a new shoe style, before the official trailer also officially
released. This pair is named Lunarepic Flyknit shoes although not Mami now but from the trailer and shoes name can be seen in the
new development of Lunar technology in the end will be a big selling point, it should be using Nike vamp Flyknit woven fabric to create
special skills, and the video clips to emphasize "every step ran out before sleep" is to let people looked forward to the appearance
and performance of this pair of Lunarepic Flyknit. If you want to know the details of this new model for the first time, please keep an
eye on NOWRE's tracking report tomorrow. 
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